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 The Pirates Who Don’t Do Anything—A VeggieTales Movie was inspired by a 

VeggieTales Silly Song written by Mike Nawrocki (covered by the rock band Reliant K in 

2002). Now The Pirates Who Don’t Do Anything – A VeggieTales Movie introduces 

five more songs:  

• Spanish Gold —is a rousing tribute to what a pirate jig might sound like in a 

dinner theater.  Listen for some of PHIL VISCHER’S all-time favorite silly lyrics: 

“For king and country now we fight / our shirts are loose our pants are tight! / It’s 

Spanish Gold for all tonight!” 

• Yo Ho Hero, the movie’s montage song, was written by producer/songwriter 

STEVE TAYLOR (Movie: Second Chances; Song: I Want to be a Clone; Record 

Label: Squint) and performed by the rock group NEWSBOYS  (albums Take Me 

To Your Leader, Step Up To The Microphone, Go).  This Caribbean-beat 

sequence showing George’s transformation from loveable loser to Princess 

Eloise’s hero.  

• Rock Monster is the end-of-the-movie rock video bonus (“So, everybody! Stay in 

your seats!”) in which MIKE NAWROCKI (Where is My Hairbrush?) adds silly 

new lyrics to the B-52’s Rock Lobster.  The result is a non sequiteur beach dance 

number that sends audiences out smiling. (“We were on the beach/I was running 

from evil cheese/they were trying to eat me up/but they ran into a rock/but it 

wasn’t a rock/it was a rock monster!/rock . . . rock, rock monster!) 

• Jolly Joe’s—the chair-smashing, head-whacking showstopper belted out at the 

precariously perched pirate haunt is also by MIKE NAWROCKI.  Arrrrrguably the 

most robustly pirate-y song of all, this one lets you know these pirates are silly 

but dangerous too. 

• What We Gonna Do? Is an outstanding new cut from tobyMac (album: Portable 

Sounds, Momentum ), the Grammy-nominated songwriter/performer and among 

the most successful artists in Christian music history, sends audiences out 

smiling—and thinking.  



• And with a cover of the song that started it all, Relient K, the quirky band with 

multiple-gold albums, delivers its rock rendition of The Pirates Who Don’t Do 

Anything.  

 


